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The effect of carotid artery stenting
on capillary transit time heterogeneity
in patients with carotid artery stenosis
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Abstract

Introduction: Carotid revascularisation improves haemodynamic compromise in cerebral circulation as an additional

benefit to the primary goal of reducing future thromboembolic risk. We determined the effect of carotid artery stenting

on cerebral perfusion and oxygenation using a perfusion-weighted MRI algorithm that is based on assessment of

capillary transit-time heterogeneity together with other perfusion and metabolism-related metrics.

Patients and methods: A consecutive series of 33 patients were evaluated by dynamic susceptibility contrast

perfusion-weighted MRI prior to and within 24 h of the endovascular procedure. The level of relative change induced

by stenting, and relationship of these changes with respect to baseline stenosis degree were analysed.

Results: Stenting led to significant increase in cerebral blood flow (p< 0.001), and decrease in cerebral blood volume

(p¼ 0.001) and mean transit time (p< 0.001); this was accompanied by reduction in oxygen extraction fraction

(p< 0.001) and capillary transit-time heterogeneity (p< 0.001), but an overall increase in relative capillary transit-

time heterogeneity (RTH: CTH divided by MTT; p¼ 0.008). No significant change was observed with respect to cerebral

metabolic rate of oxygen. The median volume of tissue with MTT> 2s decreased from 24 ml to 12 ml (p¼ 0.009), with

CTH> 2s from 29 ml to 19 ml (p¼ 0.041), and with RTH< 0.9 from 61 ml to 39 ml (p¼ 0.037) following stenting.

These changes were correlated with the baseline degree of stenosis.

Discussion: Stenting improved the moderate stage of haemodynamic compromise at baseline in our cohort. The

decreased relative transit-time heterogeneity, which increases following stenting, is probably a reflection of decreased

functional capillary density secondary to chronic hypoperfusion induced by the proximal stenosis.

Conclusion: Carotid artery stenting, is not only important for prophylaxis of future vascular events, but also is critical

for restoration of microvascular function in the cerebral tissue.
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Introduction

Atherosclerotic lesions causing moderate to severe ste-

nosis in extracranial carotid arteries constitute a signif-

icant contributor of ischaemic strokes in the adult

population.1 Despite the success attained by medical

therapies over the last two decades, revascularisation

of the stenotic segment, either by endarterectomy or

endovascular techniques, still remains a therapeutic

option in symptomatic and selected asymptomatic
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patients with moderate to severe carotid artery steno-

sis.1 Although the primary goal of revascularisation

therapies is to minimise future embolic events originat-

ing from atherosclerotic plaques, the improvement of

haemodynamic compromise within the distal vascular

bed comes forward as a secondary gain, which

is considered to play an important role in long-term

morbidities associated with carotid atherosclerosis

such as the emergence of white matter (WM) lesions

and cognitive dysfunction.2,3

A number of studies have explored the influence of

carotid revascularisation on cerebral haemodynamics,

using methodologies like dynamic susceptibility con-

trast (DSC)4,5 or arterial spin labelling (ASL),6,7

perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging

(PWI), quantitative magnetic resonance imaging angi-

ography,8 Xe-133 based flow assessment techniques,9,10

or single photon emission computed tomography.11,12

These studies suggest that improvements in cerebral

blood flow (CBF) start as early as a few hours follow-

ing the revascularisation procedure. While the reduc-

tion in regional blood supply as a result of the proximal

stenosis may limit brain oxygenation, the

accompanying changes in distal perfusion pressure

may also disturb the haemodynamics across the distal

microcirculation, limiting oxygen extraction efficacy.13

Now, DSC-PWI methods make it possible to non-

invasively estimate both CBF and the microvascular

distribution of blood in terms of the so-called capillary

transit-time heterogeneity (CTH).13–15 Based on these

parameters, the effects of both the proximal flow-

limiting condition and any distal microvascular distur-

bance on brain oxygenation can be estimated in terms

of regional oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) and cere-

bral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) that can be

supported in steady state at normal tissue oxygen ten-

sion.13–15 In this study, we determined the influence of

carotid artery stenting on these perfusion metrics and

the corresponding brain oxygenation in a cohort of

patients with carotid artery stenosis.

Methods

A total of 41 patients scheduled to undergo stenting for

carotid artery stenosis were included into this prospec-

tive study, which aimed to investigate the influence of

carotid revascularisation on cerebral haemodynamics.

All patients underwent magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) before and within 24 h after the endovascular

procedure. Of the 41 patients enrolled into the study,

eight patients were excluded due to extensive WM

hyperintensities and chronic infarcts (n¼ 1), poor per-

fusion imaging raw data quality (n¼ 4) or contralateral

ICA occlusion (n¼ 3). The final study population,

hence, comprised 33 patients. The study was approved

by the local institutional review board.
All MRI data were acquired on a 3T scanner

(Philips Ingenia, Best, Netherlands). The MRI protocol

included T2* gradient-recalled echo (GRE) DSC imag-

ing (TR/TE: 2336/40 ms, 40 dynamic measurements),

diffusion-weighted imaging (TR/TE: 2994/94 ms, b¼ 0

and, 1500 s/mm2), T2 fluid-attenuated inversion recov-

ery (T2-FLAIR) imaging (TR/TE/TI; 11000/125/

2800 ms) and low flip-angle T1-weighted (T1) imaging

(TR/TE; 10/1.95 ms, flip angle: 15�). For DSC imaging,

a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg bodyweight Gadolinium (Gd)

based contrast media (gadoteric acid) was administered

intravenously using a power-injector (OptiStarVR

Elite MR Contrast Delivery System, Mallinckrodt

Pharmaceuticals, Hazelwood, MO) at a rate of 5 ml/s

followed by 20-ml saline tracer injected at the

same rate.

Image processing

Each perfusion series was motion corrected through

12-parameter affine registration of all 3D image vol-

umes in the series to the first acquisition volume

using a normalised mutual information (NMI) cost

function. Next, a suitable arterial input function

(AIF) was obtained automatically16 from a region of

interest (ROI) drawn on the motion corrected 4D

image volume (three spatial dimensions and time) in

the MCA territory contralateral to the stenotic side.

Subsequently, the motion-corrected perfusion data

were spatially smoothed using a 3� 3 uniform kernel

for each 2D slice and the intensity data converted into

contrast media concentration-time curves (CTCs) for

each voxel k

CTCk tð Þ ¼ � 1

r2TE
ln

SkðtÞ
Skð0Þ

� �

where t denotes time, r2 is a constant known as the

T2*-relaxivity of the contrast media, TE the echo time

and Sk(t) the observed MRI signal intensity for voxel k

at time t. We assume a linear relationship between

Gadolinium concentration and signal change,17,18 i.e.

R2� tð Þ ¼ R2�0 þ r2 Gd½ �ðtÞ

where [Gd](t) denotes the concentration of Gd-containing

contrast agent at time t.
From the individual CTC’s, haemodynamic markers

were subsequently calculated by a parametric Bayesian

deconvolution algorithm,14,15 which generates tradi-

tional haemodynamic markers such as CBF and –

volume (CBV), mean transit time (MTT), delay
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between site of measurement of the AIF and site of
measurement of the CTCs, as well as capillary
transit-time heterogeneity (CTH), relative CTH
(RTH: CTH divided by MTT). Based on these, OEF
and CMRO2 are then calculated.13 Perfusion data
processing was performed using the PGUI software
(http://cfin.au.dk/software/pgui), except for the
motion correction, where the statistical parametric
mapping toolbox version 12 (SPM12) was used.

Grey matter (GM), WM and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) masks were produced from the T1-weighted
images using the automated unified segmentation
method19 implemented in SPM12. T2-hyperintense
lesions including subacute ischaemic lesions, chronic
infarcts and WM hyper-intensities were manually out-
lined on T2-FLAIR images by an experienced neurol-
ogist (EMA). Both the T1 and T2-FLAIR images, and
their associated masks, were subsequently registered to
the pre-stenting GRE-DSC space using SPM12.

To limit the analyses to the affected vascular territo-
ry, a generic middle cerebral artery (MCA) mask was
obtained from Tatu et al.20 and registered to the pre-
stenting T1 image from one of the patients.
Subsequently, this mask was manually adjusted to
yield an MCA territory mask in the known T1 image
space. This procedure allowed for the subsequent regis-
tration of the MCA mask to GRE-DSC space through
the registration of the MCA reference T1 image to the
T1 images in GRE-DSC space.

Finally, post-stenting GRE-DSC images and maps
were registered to the pre-stenting GRE-DSC space,
resulting in all images, maps and masks being trans-
formed to the same space.

ROI analysis

Based on the image processing steps above, we could
extract haemodynamic and metabolic indices for: (i)
ipsilateral WM within the MCA territory, (ii) ipsilater-
al GM within the MCA territory and (iii) combined
ipsilateral WM and GM within the MCA territory.
All extracted values were normalised to the average
value within the corresponding contralateral MCA
mask from which tissue annotated as T2-FLAIR
hyper-intensities was excluded. Normalisation was per-
formed by division with the contralateral average for
CBV, CBF and CMRO2 values, while the contralateral
average was subtracted during normalisation of MTT,
CTH, delay, OEF and RTH values.

The same semi-automatically generated MCA
territory masks were used in conjunction with thresh-
olding to provide volumetric estimates of the extent of
pre- and post-stenting hypo-perfusion, thus providing
an overall idea of the extent of normalisation of the
perfusion deficit. The values that best differentiated

ipsi- and contralateral MCA regions on pre-stent
images according to receiver operating characteristics
curve analyses were chosen as the thresholds used in
this analysis.

Statistical analysis

Categorical variables are expressed as number of pos-
itive subjects (n) and the corresponding percentage of
the study population (%), while continuous variables
are presented as median values and associated inter-
quartile range (IQR). The significance of the median
change in the normalised perfusion parameters in
GM, WM and the entire territory from pre- to post-
stenting time points was tested by the use of Wilcoxon
signed rank test. Correlation analyses were performed
by Spearman’s test. A p value of <0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Statistical analyses were per-
formed by SPSS 16.0.

Results

The study population comprised 12 female and 21 male
patients with a median (IQR) age of 66 (61–73) years.
The median (IQR) residual luminal diameter at the
stenotic site was 1.00 (0.70–1.4) mm leading to an over-
all 76 (68–84) % stenosis (according to the NASCET
criteria21). Carotid artery stenting was performed after
a median (IQR) duration of 3 (2–11) weeks following
the stroke, among the 25 patients with symptomatic
stenosis. The procedure resulted in new ischaemic
lesions on DWI in eight (24%) patients, none of them
being symptomatic. Further characteristics of the study
population are summarised in Table 1. The clinical
features of the study cohort were similar to those of
patients excluded from the study.

In Figure 1, we present examples of four patients
treated with stenting for carotid artery stenosis.
The images display, for each subject, pre-stenting T1,
T2-FLAIR, and CTH images, post-stenting CTH
image, and the generated MCA, WM, GM, and

Table 1. Clinical and imaging characteristics of the
study population.

Risk factors (n, %)

Hypertension 25 (76%)

Diabetes mellitus 16 (49%)

Hyperlipidemia 17 (52%)

Coronary artery disease 14 (42%)

Smoking 6 (18%)

Symptomatic carotid artery

stenosis (n, %)

25 (76%)

Duration between stenting and

follow-up MRI (median, IQR)

16 (8–22) h
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T2-FLAIR hyper-intensity masks overlaid on the pre-

stenting T1 image. Subjects 2 and 4, and to a lesser

extent subject 1, all with right sided carotid artery

stenosis, display reduction of CTH in the affected hemi-

sphere following the procedure, thereby resulting in nor-

malisation of CTH compared to the unaffected

hemisphere. The effect of the procedure for subject 3

(left sided stenosis) appears to be less pronounced.

These patterns seem to match reasonably well with the

stenosis degrees (see below for details), where the steno-

sis degrees for subjects 2 (79%) and 4 (78%) are sub-

stantially larger than for subjects 1 (51%) and 3 (63%).
Compared to baseline imaging, carotid artery stent-

ing led to a significant increase in CBF, together with a

decrease in CBV and MTT in the ipsilateral MCA

territory (Table 2, Figures 2 and 3). In our population

analyses, this was accompanied by a significant

decrease in CTH; with the parallel decrease in MTT

stenting resulted in an overall increase in RTH.

The normalisation of the circulation led to a reduction

of OEF, but no significant change in CMRO2.

All changes were similar when the flow haemodynamics

were examined separately in the GM and WM

(Table 2), when the group was stratified according

the presence or absence of procedure-related new

ischaemic lesions, and the entire MCA territory was

examined without extraction of T2-FLAIR hyper-

intensities from the masks. The median (IQR) volume

of tissue with MTT> 2s decreased from 24 (13–43) ml

to 12 (7–21) ml (p¼ 0.009), with CTH> 2s from

Figure 1. Illustration of images and annotations for four subjects with carotid stenosis undergoing stenting (Subject 1: Male, 52 years
old, 51% right-sided stenosis; Subject 2: Female, 59 years old, 79% right-sided stenosis; Subject 3: Female, 61 years old, 63% left-sided
stenosis; Subject 4: Female, 57 years old, 78% right-sided stenosis). The green, red, and blue annotations correspond to WM, GM, and
WM hyperintensity regions, respectively, while the white contour denotes the MCA territory.
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29 (16–44) ml to 19 (10–32) ml (p¼ 0.041) and with
RTH< 0.9 from 61 (32–108) ml to 39 (26–70)ml
(p¼ 0.037) following the stenting procedure. The
post-procedural CBF in the ipsilateral hemisphere
was greater than the contralateral side in 10 patients
(30%); the degree of baseline stenosis was significantly
higher among these cases [85% (78–86) vs. 74%
(63–79); p¼ 0.007]. Two of these patients developed
hyperperfusion syndrome clinically during follow-up;
nonetheless, we were not able to identify a specific imag-
ing signature that could be predictive of this syndrome.

The degree of stenosis was moderately, but
significantly, correlated with all baseline imaging
parameters, except for RTH and CMRO2 [CBV
(r¼ 0.53; p¼ 0.001), CBF (r¼�0.51; p¼ 0.003), MTT
(r¼ 0.58; p< 0.001), delay (r¼ 0.62; p< 0.001),

Figure 2. Box-plots of haemodynamic markers prior to (white) and following (grey) carotid artery stenting. For better visualisation
of the box-plots, outliers outside the visualisation area are not included in the plots, but are naturally included in the statistical
analyses. The y-axes represent the relative values with respect to the contralateral hemisphere.

Table 2. The direction and significance of change promoted by
stenting on imaging variables.

Entire

territory

White

matter

Grey

matter

CBV # 0.001 <0.001 0.001

CBF " <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

MTT # <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Delay # <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

CTH # <0.001 0.001 <0.001

RTH " 0.008 0.004 0.013

OEF # <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

CMRO2 – 0.127 0.110 0.208

CBV: cerebral blood volume; CBF: cerebral blood flow; MTT: mean

transit time; CTH: capillary transit-time heterogeneity; RTH: relative

transit-time heterogeneity; OEF: oxygen extraction fraction; CMRO2:

cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen.
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CTH (r¼ 0.59; p< 0.001), OEF (r¼ 0.62; p< 0.001)].
The degree of improvement introduced by stenting
was correlated with the baseline stenosis degree for
CBF (r¼ 0.57; p¼ 0.001), MTT (r¼�0.48; p¼ 0.005),
delay (r¼�0.63; p< 0.001), CTH (r¼�0.37; p¼ 0.033),
RTH (r¼ 0.35, p¼ 0.044) and OEF (r¼�0.62; p< 0.001).

Discussion

Similar to previous reports,4–12 our study shows that
carotid artery stenting improves CBF in the distal ter-
ritory. As a novel observation, we have shown that this
improvement was accompanied by a decrease in the
overall capillary transit time heterogeneity, but increase
in relative heterogeneity, and normalisation of the
increased OEF. Notably, no significant CMRO2

changes were observed, indicating that brain oxygena-
tion remained coupled to the metabolic needs of the
tissue throughout the course of the treatment, despite
the changes in the haemodynamic status. Although the
latter could be comforting at first look, the risks posed
by alterations in capillary dysfunction could be signif-
icant before and right after revascularisation. The pre-
sent cohort is too small to identify these potential
clinical implications in the setting of carotid stenosis,
like cognitive decline if untreated or hyperperfusion
syndrome if treated, but assessment of the capillary
function appears to be a promising MRI tool in
this regard.

The baseline haemodynamic characteristics detected
in our cohort suggest that these patients were in a mod-
erate stage (stage II22) of haemodynamic compromise,
where CBF decrease was accompanied by an elevation
in CBV and OEF. Expectedly, the level of haemody-
namic compromise was more pronounced in the group
of patients with higher degree of stenosis, as was the
improvement observed following stenting. Although
blood supply is a very important component of cere-
bral haemodynamics, recent studies have suggested
that the distribution of flow in the capillaries is critical
for efficient oxygen extraction by the cerebral tissue.13

This heterogeneity has been shown to adversely influ-

ence outcome in acute stroke,14,23 and to correlate with

the extent of cognitive decline in conditions suspected

to cause capillary dysfunction, such as Alzheimer’s dis-

ease.24 Our study, consistent with previous observa-

tions in patients with bilateral carotid artery

disease,25 suggests that proximal stenosis leads to an

increased heterogeneity in capillary transit time

(CTH) in addition to disturbances in CBF.

Importantly, this heterogeneity can be partially

reversed by revascularisation treatments, such as stent-

ing. In passive, compliant microvascular networks, the

CTH to MTT ratio is expected to remain constant as

blood flow changes.26 While both MTT and CTH

decreased after revascularisation, the parallel increase

in RTH – the CTH:MTT ratio – indicates that CTH

and MTT responses differed from those expected in a

normal microcirculation following an increase in blood

flow, thereby suggesting an unequal response of

bulk flow (through the MTT parameter) and microvas-

cular flow distribution (through the CTH parameter).

Several phenomena might explain this finding. First,

a relative homogenisation of capillary flow patterns

has previously been reported by Hudetz et al.27 in con-

ditions of reduced cerebral perfusion pressure. The

lower pre-recanalisation RTH values could thus reflect

compensatory homogenisation of transit times to

improve oxygen extraction under conditions of

impaired perfusion pressure. Pre-recanalisation RTH

did not, however, correlate with the degree of stenosis,

as one would then have expected. A second explanation

for the reduced pre-recanalisation RTH could be the

presence of occluded capillaries, as recently shown in

acute ischaemic stroke.14,28 In a mouse model of chron-

ic hypoperfusion, Srinivasan et al.29 showed that the

density of perfused capillaries decreases in proportion

to the reduction in CBF, reaching as many as 25%

erythrocyte-free capillaries for blood flows well above

the ischaemic threshold. In a similar model, Yata

et al.30 detected minute-long plugging of a significant

Figure 3. Pre- and post-stent sample images of a patient undergoing left-sided carotid artery stenting.
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proportion of deep cortical capillaries by leukocytes
and ascribed this to adhesion of activated leukocytes
to the capillary endothelium via surface receptors
(selectins). Unlike our earlier findings in stroke,28

reduced RTH was not accompanied by reduced CBV
in hypoperfused tissue in the present study, in fact quite
the opposite. Keeping in mind that we measured CBV
by a tracer that distributes in the plasma space, our
findings are, however, consistent with temporary cap-
illary occlusions by leukocytes, and capillary constric-
tions that allow plasma but not erythrocytes to pass.
In both cases, transit times would tend to homogenise
in the normally perfused capillaries without reducing
CBV, which we would infer from our measurements.

Although our study is primarily a proof of concept
study highlighting the use of microvascular transit-time
heterogeneity imaging in the peri-revascularisation
setting, it might have potential implications from the
clinical point of view. Apart from thromboembolic
complications, one other important consequence of
carotid atherosclerotic lesions is cognitive decline.31,32

The exact nature of this relationship is not known;
yet, cerebral hypoperfusion is considered as a factor
contributing to long-term cognitive decline.32 The
answer to the important question of whether this neg-
ative influence on cognitive function can be restored by
revascularisation therapies remains unsettled. There
are studies that suggest both benefit or harm of endar-
terectomy or stenting on cognitive tests following
the procedure.32 The presence of versatile tissue char-
acteristics, both in terms of haemodynamics and
metabolism, and the resulting inevitable heterogeneity
among studies could have contributed to these conflict-
ing observations in the literature. It should be kept
in mind that cerebral capillary function is affected by
the same risk factors as those that predisposed our
patients to develop carotid stenosis. Accordingly, risk
factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, smoking and
hyperlipidemia, are known to alter the morphology of
the capillary basement membrane, the integrity of the
protective glycocalyx that covers endothelial cells and
the viscosity of blood.33 In particular, glycocalyx
damage exposes endothelial adhesion molecules and
initiates leukocyte rolling. Hence, the decreased RTH
at baseline in relative terms (with respect to the contra-
lateral MCA territory) distal to the stenotic side should
not imply the presence of a normal microvascular
architecture in our patients. The decrease in the density
of perfused capillaries and presence of capillary leuko-
cyte pluggings shown in experimental models of chron-
ic cerebral hypoperfusion could have contributed to the
observed pseudo-homogenisation in capillary transit
time.29,30 Capillary rarefaction is detected as one of
the initial manifestations of microvascular dysfunction
not only in chronic cerebral hypoperfusion, but also in

a wide spectrum of cerebral disorders.34,35 The restora-
tion of disturbed haemodynamics to a certain extent by
revascularisation suggests that this rarefaction was
functional, rather than structural in our patients.
Still, functional microvascular dysfunction is consid-
ered as a predecessor of irreversible structural
changes,36 and despite therapeutic efforts, patients
might still be prone to develop cognitive decline due
to persisting changes and deteriorating capillary func-
tion, culminating in structural loss of capilleries.33

Our study discloses that carotid artery stenting,
apart from its established efficacy in prophylaxis of
future vascular events, is also critical for restoration
of microvascular function in the cerebral tissue second-
ary to stenosis within the proximal arterial tree. As
mentioned above, the low number of subjects included
represents a limitation of the generalisability of the
study. We had to exclude four patients due to poor
imaging quality, yet the similarity of clinical character-
istics between the excluded cases and study cohort, is
suggestive against a potential selection bias. As our
study only included patients undergoing carotid
artery stenting, our findings need to be replicated in
endarterectomy cohorts to suggest that the observed
haemodynamic alterations are not restricted to stenting
procedures, but rather imply a change as part of carot-
id revascularisation strategies in general. Of note, we
only evaluated changes in cerebral perfusion and
metabolism within the initial 24 h following stenting;
it therefore remains for forthcoming studies to see how
these changes evolve over the following days and affect
cerebral haemodynamics in the long run. In conclusion,
the clinical implications of the changes in capillary
transit time heterogeneity in the setting of carotid ste-
nosis are currently unknown. Future studies could uti-
lise spin-echo DSC MRI to weight CBV and CTH
estimates towards the capillary blood compartment37

to determine the influence of capillary function on var-
ious aspects of the problem such as cognitive decline,
WM lesions or emboli washout,38 and assess the poten-
tial of capillary function as a global, therapeutic target
in these patients. In this regard, imaging modalities like
capillary transit time heterogeneity MRI are not only
crucial in understanding microcirculatory dynamics
during acute or chronic stages of stroke, but are also
promising tools in teasing out the role of capillary func-
tion in a vast spectrum of vascular and neurodegener-
ative cerebral pathologies, where we now realise
capillary homeostasis is a key player of the
pathophysiology.
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